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In This Issue:
2009 Surveys are Open
Triennial FAEIS Evaluation Results Are In!
Greetings from the FAEIS team at Virginia Tech. If you are not familiar with this important
project from USDA/CSREES, click here to read about FAEIS and why it is important to
you.

FAEIS 2009 Surveys Are Open
The 2009 FAEIS Surveys are open for data entry, with the following components:
Student Enrollments by Discipline - Fall, 2009
Degrees Awarded - 2008/2009
Placement of Graduates - 2008/2009
Annual Faculty Survey
International Programs
Click here to see the status of your 2009 student surveys

Triennial FAEIS Evaluation Results
Thanks to everyone who contributed to the Triennial FAEIS Evaluation! The purpose of
the FAEIS Triennial Evaluation is to conduct a comprehensive assessment of FAEIS once
every three years in order to improve the usability of the information provided by FAEIS,
monitor progress towards goals and plan for the future.
We had a 35% response rate with 396 respondents. Some of the results of the survey are
included below. For a look at the entire report, go to this link on the FAEIS website.
Is FAEIS collecting data from the institutions which you consider your peers?

https://www.faeis.cals.vt.edu/newsletter/november_09/newsletter.html
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Only 3% of the respondents felt that FAEIS was not collecting data from their peer institutions.

For which of the following purposes have you used FAEIS data and/or reports?

The most common uses of FAEIS data was for institutional benchmarking / peer analysis and
trend analysis. The large percentage of respondents that indicated that they have not used
FAEIS data is particularly reflective of the large number (40%) of respondents that only do
data entry. However, the FAEIS team recognizes that we also need to help institutions
recognize the many ways FAEIS data can be useful to them.

How would you rate the support you received from the Help Desk?

https://www.faeis.cals.vt.edu/newsletter/november_09/newsletter.html
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A large majority (91.5%) of the respondents indicated that the support they received from
the FAEIS Help Desk was excellent or good. The FAEIS team welcomes your inquiries
and would like to help you in any way. Please contact us by email (faeis@vt.edu) or by
phone (540-231-4941).

Have a question?
Ask FAEIS
Food and Agricultural Education Information
System
Virginia Tech, Mail Code: 0169
Corporate Research Center, Building VII
Blacksburg, VA 24061
Help Desk: (540) 231-4941
faeis@vt.edu, http://faeis.usda.gov/

National Institute of
Food and
Agriculture

Technology resources provided by Agriculture, Human and Natural Resources Information Technology,
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Virginia Tech
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